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your E3H interlocutor

With COSTO,

you are opting

Comfort, silence, safety

COSTO. A name that attracts the
attention.

With the electric boat COSTO
coaching nautical activities
is clean and silent.

for clean energy

Designed by E3H, a well-known name in the domain of electricity powered navigation thanks to its
two previous projects (the ODONATA and REMORA boats), COSTO benefits from all the experience
of a firm entirely dedicated to modern and sustainable navigation.
COSTO responds to a joint demand by three
organizations : «Nautisme en Bretagne», «Nautisme en Finistère» and the «Fédération Française de voile»
(French Sailing Federation).
The aim was to design a boat that is to be used
for monitoring nautical activities, minimizing CO2
emissions. With COSTO the notion of sustainable
navigation is carried another step forward.
This environmentally fiendly boat makes
young people aware today, but even
in the future that respect for the sea
and for nature should be a top priority.

and respect for the sea

In one word : respectful.
A made-to-measure coaching boat it provides you
with the opportunity to serve as a model when it
comes to sustainable and environmentally friendly
navigation. What could be more logical for organizations in which the passion for the sea is transmitted at a very young age ?

Coaching groups learning to sail is a great responsibility. Manoeuvering close to such groups of learners, the instructor needs a light, spacious and swift
boat, which will allow him to intervene rapidly and
to take several passengers on board.
At a time when sustainable navigation is at the
heart of the preoccupations of the community of
sailors, it is absolutely necessary to show a good
example.

